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Abstract: Knowledge transfer amid organizational units provides chances for shared learning and contributes to making innovation of organizational unit’s ability. Cooperative network offers a platform for knowledge transfer among organizational units. So to understand the process of knowledge transfer of several inter-organizations accurately and improve the effectiveness of knowledge transfer in the cooperative network is one of the most important problems that enterprises are confronted with commonly. In this article we investigate the critical influencing aspects of knowledge transfer amid member organizations in the cooperative network from the perspective of network structure. We analyze the relationship between the critical structure characteristics (including network density, network range, network tie strength and network centricity) and the efficiency of knowledge transfer and we get the conclusion that the four network structure characteristics are closely contacted with the easiness of knowledge transfer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge has become the most strategic significance resource of the company [1]. The capability of transfer extraneous knowledge to the inter-organization has emerged as a key component to a company’s assets for innovation, due partly to the fact that this “second-hand” experience could be gained faster and more inexpensively than “first-hand” [2].

With the knowledge innovation increasing enterprises can not only create knowledge themselves, but also have to extend external cooperative network to get competitive advantage [3]. On one hand, the division of knowledge and knowledge distribution made companies innovate and integrate knowledge themselves. On the other hand, they also sought and spread their outside cooperative network out to become profitable. So, the cooperative networks surrounding the knowledge transfer has become a very important way of knowledge capture and knowledge flow amid member organizations. With the unceasing changes of the relationship among member organizations and the evolution of the network structure, the procedure of knowledge transfer among member organizations in the cooperative network become increasingly complex. Therefore, to understand the key influencing factors of knowledge transfer processing in the cooperative network accurately is to improve the effectiveness of knowledge transfer in the cooperative network, which is one of the most important problems that enterprises are confronted with commonly.

Although there exist multiple factors influencing the procedure the knowledge transfer in cooperative network according to most research, many recent researches mainly converge on two parts of knowledge transfer: One is from the perspective of characteristics of knowledge, the other is the characteristics of knowledge sender and knowledge-receivers [4]. Network structures under which surrogates operate and spread knowledge and information out have been not taken seriously. So in this article we will investigate the critical influencing factors of knowledge transfer among member organizations in the cooperative network from the perspective of network structure.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Cooperative Network

Richardson is the first to come out with the concept of cooperative network which is considered as a type of organization form existing between market and bureaucracy [5]. The term “cooperative” means that traditional competitors promise to work together in a team to reach a common goal [6].

According to the knowledge-based view, the companies use the cooperative way to acquire knowledge and then internalize it in the method of learning for using it organizationally [7]. The view resembles the resource-based view, which leads to research on cooperative network.

Even if the concept of cooperative network is of deficiency in the literature, a lot of famous examples could be quoted in practice. VISA International is a classic example of cooperative network. Banks of high competition, undertaking very similar operations, accede to the VISA payment network, due partly to the fact that any single bank cannot use a worldwide transaction processing system that enable credit card transactions at any of 22 commercial spots around the world.
Additionally, another representative cooperative network is developed by the automobile manufacture enterprise. Fig. (1) shows that Benz, Toyota, Honda and Cadillac automobile manufacture enterprises and parts suppliers form the cooperative network.

2.2. Knowledge Transfer

Although issues of knowledge transfer are very much en vogue today, they are not new to the corporate world. In spite of the topic of knowledge transfer is very much popular, it is not fresh to the companies. Teece was one of the founders of this trend; he focuses on the transfer of technological know-how [8]. Szulanski gives the definition of Knowledge transfer, or what is usually treated as “best practice transfer”, that a duplication of an practice inside that is treated as “best practice” adopts a regular use of knowledge [9].

Knowledge transfer of inter-organization is the process where an organization is affected by another organization’s experience. In the view of network, knowledge transfer is the process through which a member organization’s experience affects another organization [10].

According to an increasing number of researches, more scholars hold the opinion that organizations that is capable of transferring knowledge efficiently from one organizational unit to another organization unit are more prolific than ones that are less able of knowledge transfer. Fresh knowledge, especially outside knowledge, could be a strong encouraging factor for change and improvement of organization. Organizational profits will promote from knowledge transfer amid member organization when concerning the network context more definitely [12].

2.3. Influencing Factor of Knowledge Transfer in Network

We are interested in conditions that facilitate knowledge transfer in cooperative networks. The process of knowledge transfer among member organizations is influenced by many kinds of factors that finally affect the efficiency and the effect of knowledge transfer. To analyze these factors deeply will be helpful for member organizations to make full use of these factors and improve the efficiency and effect of knowledge transfer. Table 1 shows the main research about the influencing factors of inter-organizational knowledge transfer.

From Table 1 we can find that the recent research about influencing factors of inter-organizational knowledge transfer mainly concentrates on the characteristics of knowledge and the behavior characteristics of knowledge sender and knowledge receiver. Network structure as a key factor has received little attention. So in this paper we will try to analyze the influence of the network structure on the process of knowledge transfer.

3. NETWORK STRUCTURE AND KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

According to social network theory, the main network structure characteristics include network density, network range, network tie strength and network centrality. So we will analyze the influence effect of the four network structure characteristics to knowledge transfer in cooperative network.

3.1. Network Density and Knowledge Transfer

Network density is defined as the degree of direct association between member organizations [19]. In cooperative network, the association among member organizations is considered being a passage and carrier of knowledge transfer [9].

Firstly, in the cooperative network with high density, with more direct association among member organizations, knowledge senders in the network can make knowledge get to knowledge receivers quickly. The direct association can decrease the resistance exists in the process of knowledge transfer and facilitate the knowledge transfer among member organizations. On the opposite way, in the cooperative network with low density, less directness associations make the network with more structure holes. The structure holes will hinder the efficiency of knowledge transfer among member organizations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Main Research about the Influencing Factor of Knowledge Transfer [13-18].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge sender and knowledge receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network structure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Secondly, in the cooperative network with high density, the behavior and activity between member organizations will be more easily observed by other members by direct associations. It will be helpful to form common behavior regulations among member organizations and opportunism behavior in the process of knowledge transfer can be able to prevented by other member organizations. So the high density means less supervision and transaction cost of knowledge transfer and will be beneficial and incentive to knowledge transfer among member organizations.

Proposition 1: The network density is positively associated with the ease of knowledge transfer.

3.2. Network Range and Knowledge Transfer

A relationship crossing organizational, institutional, or social boundaries is the superior feature of network range [20]. It is a fact that knowledge transfer crossing boundaries and organization in or out could improve performance. While influencing member organization’s ability, network range is expected to upgrade the efficiency of knowledge transfer through transporting complex ideas across separate parts of knowledge. Thus, member organization linked to multiple parts of knowledge face more opinions around the world. Gradually they have a stronger need for debating because the portion of their regular network activity is the issue from the view of separate contacts. And they will make their communication in a same language that a conference could understand. [21]. One member organization in a same kind network is surrounded by conferences that view issues in similar ways. The majority of member organizations view the world in a homogenous way so that considering multiple perspectives is unnecessary. All of these things make it easy that communication and knowledge transfer in the network, but on the other hand, it is difficult for associate member to communicate what they have learnt to the external world. On the contrary, associate members in networks features by range will find it more facilitate to transfer knowledge on account of the behaviors who ease knowledge transfer that are part of their everyday network activity. Member organizations accustomed to interacting with contacts from diverse communities of practice are presented with a greater opportunity to learn how to convey complex ideas than are member organizations limited to interactions within a single body of knowledge [22]. Member organizations are possessed with a better chance to acquire how to transport complicated ideas than member organizations restricted to a alone body of knowledge because the former is used to interrelating with contacts from various communities of practice.

Proposition 2: Network range is closely connective with the ease of knowledge transfer.

3.3. Network Tie Strength and Knowledge Transfer

Network tie strength could have a positive impact on knowledge, basically through stimulate the initiative of member organizations to contribute sweat and time to helping others. Tie strength influences the initiative of a member organization, just as cohesion, to convey knowledge to other cooperation companies, even if the source of that initiative is different. However the association between knowledge sender and the acceptor is the origin of initiative with tie strength, strong ties to reciprocal third parties are the origin of initiative in a cooperative network. Member organizations are expected to work in a team when strong ties surround their association due to a fact that if they refuse to cooperate, information of their noncooperation actions will transmit to other member organizations very fast and restrict their capability to interact with them in future. And once the third parties are connecting, they will know the news right away. There is no advantageous for the uncooperative.

In addition, in the cooperative network with strong tie, the association frequency and the degree of trust and reciprocity among member organizations will be high. Judging from the process that knowledge transfer, the frequent association will promote the deep communication among member organizations and will be beneficial to the transfer of recessive knowledge. Secondly, Strong tie means deep emotion and strong trust among member organizations. The trust to other cooperation members indicates that enterprises believe that their cooperation partners will transfer reliable knowledge to them and the trust will reduce the cost of knowledge verifying. Besides, the trust will increase the probability of sharing secret information to other members and it will facilities the process of knowledge transfer. Thirdly, the stronger the tie among member organizations, the more reciprocity exchanges they have. In the condition of strong tie, the reciprocity relationship among cooperation partners can promote the cultivation of knowledge sharing routine and the formation of cognition pattern. Strong tie will facilitate the exchange of valuable information and will be beneficial to knowledge transfer.

Proposition 3: The network tie strength is closely related with the ease of knowledge transfer.

3.4. Network Tie Strength and Knowledge Transfer

The centricity of member organization in the cooperative network is decided by two different kinds of conditions. The first kind of condition is that one member organization has much more direct and indirect associations with other members and the other cooperation members will have to exchange knowledge through this member. In this condition, the network centricity means the location centricity in the cooperative network. In Fig. (2), organization A is in the centre of the network and there is no direct associations among organizations B, C and D. As the intermediary agent of knowledge transfer, organization A has much more chances to contact and gain knowledge, thereby organization A will have the key position in the process of knowledge transfer and will decide the efficiency of knowledge transfer among member organizations.

![Fig. (2). Star cooperation network.](image-url)
Another kind of condition is that one network member owns unique resource (what can be fund an technology) in the network. Other members that own little or none of these resources will be dependent on this rich member. So, in this kind of condition, the network centrality is considered as the centralization of network authority. The higher the network centrality, the greater the authority it owns in the network. The network member will high network centrality can make use of network authority to suggest or affect other members to transfer knowledge to it and it will gain stronger advantage position and more knowledge in the network.

Proposition 4: The enterprise network centrality is closely related with the ease of knowledge transfer.

CONCLUSION

This article analyzes the key influencing factors of knowledge transfer among member organizations in the cooperative network from the perspective of network structure. We analyze the relationship between the main structure characteristics (including network density, network range, network tie strength and network centrality) and the efficiency of knowledge transfer. We get the conclusion that the four network structure characteristics are closely related with the ease of knowledge transfer. To get the conclusions, we also deeply analyze how these network structure characteristics influence the process of knowledge transfer. These conclusions will erect a bridge which connects cooperative network theory and knowledge transfer theory and will make up the deficiency of research on knowledge transfer from perspective of network. We believe that these conclusions have certain actual reference value in guiding organizations in cooperative network to improve their abilities of network administration and knowledge acquisition.
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